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1
 ﻓﻠﻨﺒﺪأfal-nábda’
Let’s get started!
In this unit you will learn:
 how to greet people
• how to make short
descriptive phrases
 about deﬁnites and
indeﬁnites

1

nFKG ßÁ as-saláamu :aláy-kum
hello [lit., Peace be upon you]

 CD1, TR06
In Arabic, it is extremely important to be able to greet people and
to reply when someone greets you. Notice that each greeting has
its own particular reply. If you have the recording, listen to these
people greeting each other and see how they respond.

19
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Simple greetings
اﻟﺴﻼم ﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ

hello [lit., peace be upon you]

as-saláamu :aláy-kum*
وﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ اﻟﺴﻼم
wa- :aláy-kum as-saláam

hello (reply) [lit., (and) upon you
peace]

*This pronunciation is explained in Structures 1b below.
Exercise 1
Kamal is visiting an old friend, John, in his hotel in Cairo and
Kamal speaks first. Practise saying each phrase, filling in the gaps.
Remember to pronounce the stress on every word where it is
shown.
a as-saláamu …, yaa John!

!اﻟﺴﻼم… ﻳﺎ ﺟﻮن

b wa :aláy-kum …, yaa Kamáal!

!وﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ… ﻳﺎ ﻛﻤﺎل

Exercise 2
You are going to visit your Arabic-speaking friend Nadia. She
welcomes you into her house. What do you say to her?
 ﻳﺎyaa O
(obligatory before anyone’s name or title when addressing them)

2

`KÁÇQ{ SabáaH al-kháyr Good morning

 CD1, TR07
Suad is about to begin teaching an Arabic course at the university
in Cairo. First she greets a new student.

20
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Su:áad

SabáaH al-kháyr.

.ﺻﺒﺎح اﻟﺨﻴﺮ

ﺳﻌﺎد

Táalibah SabáaH an-núur.

.ص ﺻﺒﺎح اﻟﻨﻮر

ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺔ

 ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺎت، ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺔTáalibah (pl. Taalibáat) female student

Insight
The plurals of nouns and adjectives in Arabic do not follow
a logical system, so it is better to learn them along with the
singular from the beginning. They are given after the singular
noun in the vocabulary, separated by a comma.
In Arabic, there is no word for good afternoon, so masáa’ al-kháyr
is used for both late afternoon and evening.

 ﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮات رﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔta:biiráat ra’iisíyyah (Key phrases)
 CD1, TR08
How to wish someone good morning, evening
 ﺻﺒﺎح اﻟﺨﻴﺮSabáaH al-kháyr

good morning [lit., morning (of) the
goodness]

 ﺻﺒﺎح اﻟﻨﻮرSabáaH an-núur

good morning (reply) [lit., morning
(of) the light]

 ﻣﺴﺎء اﻟﺨﻴﺮmasáa’ al-kháyr

good afternoon/good evening [lit.,
evening (of) the goodness]

 ﻣﺴﺎء اﻟﻨﻮرmasáa’ an-núur

good afternoon/good evening
(reply) [lit., evening (of) the light]

Exercise 3
Fill in the bubbles with the appropriate greetings.
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Exercise 4
a It is 11am and you go to the bank for cash. Greet the bank
clerk.
b You are in a restaurant one evening and an acquaintance
comes up and greets you. What would you say?
c Your partner comes home from work at 7pm. What does he/
she say to you?
d You go into a shop in the market. Say hello to the shopkeeper.
e You see your neighbour in the street and she says hello to you.
How would you reply?

3

¹lQjK kayfa Háal-ak? How are you?

 CD1, TR09
Suad asks one of the students, Michael, how he is:
Su:áad

káyfa Háal-ak?

Michael

al-Hámdu lil-láah.

Su:áad

áhlan wa-sáhlan.

Michael

áhlan bi-ki. wa ánti,
káyfa Háal-ik?

Su:áad

al-Hámdu lil-láah,

ﻛﻴﻒ ﺣﺎﻟﻚ؟

ﺳﻌﺎد

.ﻣﺎﻳﻜﻞ اﻟﺤﻤﺪ ﻟﻠﻪ
.أﻫﻼ وﺳﻬﻼ

ﺳﻌﺎد

 ﻛﻴﻒ، وأﻧﺖ.ﻣﺎﻳﻜﻞ أﻫﻼ ﺑﻚ
ﺣﺎﻟﻚ؟
. ﺑﺨﻴﺮ،اﻟﺤﻤﺪ ﻟﻠﻪ

ﺳﻌﺎد

bi-kháyr.

22
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Insight
Note the spelling of ahlan and sahlan with a final alif. This is
the accusative marker (see Unit 8).

 ﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮات رﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔta:biiráat ra’iisíyyah (Key phrases)
 CD1, TR10
 ﻛﻴﻒ ﺣﺎﻟﻚ؟kayfa Háal-ak?

how are you? (to a man) [lit., How
[is] condition-your?]

 ﻛﻴﻒ ﺣﺎﻟﻚ؟kayfa Háal-ik?

how are you? (to a woman)

 اﻟﺤﻤﺪ ﻟﻠﻪal-Hámdu lil-láah

praise [be] to God (response to
above)

 أﻫﻼ وﺳﻬﻼáhlan wa-sáhlan

welcome

 أﻫﻼ ﺑﻚáhlan bi-k

(reply to a man)

 أﻫﻼ ﺑﻚáhlan bi-ki

(reply to a woman)

 وأﻧﺖ؟wa-ánta/ánti

and you? (sing. m./f.)

 ﺑﺨﻴﺮbi-khayr

well adj. [lit., in well-being]

 اﻟﻤﻼﺣﻈﺎتal-mulaaHaDHáat (Notes)
Ê UÊ káyfa Háal-ak If you are speaking to a woman, you must
say káyfa Háal-ik, although there is no difference in written
Arabic. If you are talking a group of people, you must say
káyfa Háal-kum ()ﻛﻴﻒ ﺣﺎﻟﻜﻢ.
Ê UÊ al-Hámdu lil-láah never changes and is used in many
situations. Even if something unfortunate or unpleasant has
happened, the devout Muslim must submit to the will of Allah
and praise Him for what He has decreed.
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Ê UÊ áhlan bi-k You must say áhlan bi-ki to a woman (same
spelling) or áhlan bi-kum ( )أﻫﻼ ﺑﻜﻢto a group of people.
Exercise 5
a Mohammad is having a party and his English friend John
arrives. Finish the sentence for Mohammad.
káyfa …?
ﻛﻴﻒ …؟
b What does John reply?
c Fill in the missing words in the next exchange between
Mohammed and John.
– … wa sáhlan
.… وﺳﻬﻼ
– áhlan ….

…. أﻫﻼ

d You meet some Arabic-speaking friends. How do you ask
them how they are?
e An Arabic-speaking colleague comes into your ofﬁce and you
greet him. What do you say?

4 What do they want?
 اﻷﻫﺮامal-ahráam (The pyramids)

 CD1, TR11
Exercise 6
Some tourists are spending the day in Cairo. Listen to the recording
or read the dialogues below and try to work out which picture
belongs to each dialogue.

24
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a

b

c

1
– táaksi! al-ahráam, min faDl-ak!

!ﺗﺎﻛﺴﻲ! اﻷﻫﺮام ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ

– ná:am, ya sáyyid-i!

!ﻧﻌﻢ ﻳﺎ ﺳﻴﺪي

2
– al-miSbáaH min fáDl-ak.

.اﻟﻤﺼﺒﺎح ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ

– tafáDDal.

.ﺗﻔﻀﻞ

– shúkran.

.ﺷﻜﺮا

3
. وﺳﻨﺪوﻳﺘﺶ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ،ﺷﺎي

– shaay wa-sandawíitsh
minfáDl-ak.

ﺷﺎي ﺑﺴﻜﺮ؟

– shaay bi-súkkar?
– laa shúkran, bidúun súkkar.

. ﺑﺪون ﺳﻜﺮ، ﺷﻜﺮا،ﻻ
ﺑﻜﻢ ﻫﺬا؟

bi-kam háadhaa?

.ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﺟﻨﻴﻬﺎت

– thaláathah junayháat.
Exercise 7
Which dialogue takes place:
a in a café beside the Nile?
b in Khan al-Khalili market?
c in Tahrir Square, in the centre of Cairo?
Exercise 8
Find the words for the following items:
a a tea with sugar
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b the lamp
c the pyramids
d a sandwich

 ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺛﻘﺎﻓﻴﺔma:luumáat thaqaafíyyah (Cultural tips)
People don’t usually use terms like Mr and Mrs. In Egypt and some
other northern Arab countries, people say síidi where we might say
sir, but in other countries this term is reserved for certain classes of
nobility. Its correct formal pronunciation is sáyyidi, but this does
not show in the Arabic script.
Exercise 9
Which figure from the Arabian
Nights is this?
ﻋﻼء اﻟﺪﻳﻦ واﻟﻤﺼﺒﺎح اﻟﺴﺤﺮي
:aláa'ad-diin wa-l-miSbáaH as-síHrii

 ﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮات رﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔta:biiráat ra’iisíyyah (Key phrases)
 CD1, TR12
 ﺗﺎﻛﺴﻲtáaksii

taxi

 ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚmin fáDl-ak

please

 ﻧﻌﻢná:am

yes

 ﻣﺼﺒﺎحmiSbáaH

lamp

 ﺗﻔﻀﻞtafáDDal

here you are, welcome

26
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 ﺷﻜﺮاshúkran

thank you

 ﺷﺎيshaay

tea

 وwa-

and

 ﻻlaa

no

 ﺑـbi-

with

 ﺳﻜﺮsúkkar

sugar

 ﺑﺪونbi-dúun

without

 ﺑﻜﻢ ﻫﺬا؟bi-kam háadha?

how much is this?

ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﺟﻨﻴﻬﺎت

three pounds

thaláathah junayháat
 ﺳﺤﺮيsíHrii

magic

SCGÁRKÁ` taraakíib al-lúghah (Structures)
1 Definite or indefinite?
It is important in Arabic to be able to distinguish between definite
words and phrases and indefinites.
Indefinite words have a or an before them in English. There is no
indefinite article, or word for a or an, in Arabic.
 ﺑﻴﺖbayt

(a) house

 ﺳﻨﺪوﻳﺘﺶsandawíitsh

(a) sandwich

There are three types of definite word in English:
1 words that have the deﬁnite article – the house
2 proper nouns – Mohammed, Cairo, Egypt
3 pronouns such as he, I, you, etc.
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The definite article the never varies in writing, and is always  اﻟـal-.
The hyphen shows that, in the Arabic script, al- is always attached
to the following word.
 اﻟﺒﻴﺖal-bayt

the house

 اﻷﻫﺮامal-ahráam

the pyramids

There are two points of pronunciation:
1 If the preceding word ends in a vowel or -ah, the a of al- is
omitted in pronunciation, but kept in writing.
 CD1, TR13
Written

Pronounced

ﺑﺎب اﻟﺒﻴﺖ

baab al-bayt the door of the house
after a preceding consonant

ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻴﺖ

fi l-bayt in the house
after a preceding vowel

2 If the word to which al- is attached begins with one of
the following consonants, the l of the al- is omitted in
pronunciation and the following letter is doubled.

t

th

d

dh

r

z

s

sh

S

D

ت

ث

د

ذ

ر

ز

س

ض ص ش

T

DH l

n

ط

ظ

ن

ل

You are pronouncing the word properly if you make a small
hesitation on the doubled letters.

28
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Written

Pronounced
after a consonant

after a vowel

اﻟﺸﻤﺲ

ash-shams

sh-shams
the sun

اﻟﻨﻮر

an-nuur

n-nuur
the light

اﻟﺴﻨﺪوﻳﺘﺶ

as-sandwíitsh

s-sandwíitsh
the sandwich

Insight
An easy way to remember these letters is to pronounce them all
out loud. With the slight exception of sh, you will notice that
the tip of your tongue is contacting somewhere in the region
of your front teeth or the gum above them – where the letter l
is pronounced, which is why the assimilation occurs. No other
Arabic consonants are pronounced in this area.
The Arabs call these the ‘sun letters’, simply because the word
shams ( )ﺷﻤﺲsun begins with one of them. The remaining letters
are called the ‘moon letters’, because qamar ( )ﻗﻤﺮmoon does not
begin with an assimilated letter.
Remember: The written form remains the same; it is only the
pronunciation that varies. However, to help you, the assimilations
have been represented in the transliteration.
Exercise 10
 CD1, TR15
Listen to the following words on the recording, or study them
carefully:
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a اﻟﺸﺎي

e اﻟﻨﻮر

b اﻷﻫﺮام

f اﻟﻜﺒﻴﺮ

c اﻟﺴﻼم

g اﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮ

d اﻟﺴﻨﺪوﻳﺘﺶ
List those that begin with sun letters and those that begin with
moon letters.
2 Nouns and adjectives
Arabic adjectives behave like nouns but:
a they always follow the noun
b they must agree with the noun in deﬁniteness and in gender
c additional adjectives are simply added after the ﬁrst one with
no punctuation or joining word. If the noun is deﬁnite, the
adjectives must all be deﬁnite and have the deﬁnite article.

Insight
It will be a great help when you are learning Arabic if you can
come to look on nouns and adjectives as being virtually the
same thing. This only happens in slightly archaic English in
phrases such as ‘the great and the good’, ‘the meek shall inherit
the earth’. More commonly we use the helping word ‘one’:
‘Which dress do you prefer?’, ‘The blue one’.
Arabic grammar will become easier if you mentally add the word
‘one’ to Arabic adjectives, so that you are effectively equating them
with nouns. In Arabic, the reply to the question above would have
been simply ‘The blue’.
 CD1, TR15, 02:35
 ﺑﻴﺖ ﺻﻐﻴﺮbayt Saghíir

a small house = (a) house
(a) small(-one)

30
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 اﻟﻮﻟﺪ اﻟﻄﻮﻳﻞal-wálad aT-Tawíil

the tall boy = the-boy the-tall(-one)

ﺑﺮﻳﻄﺎﻧﻴﺎ اﻟﻌﻈﻤﻰ

Great Britain = Britain the-great
(-one)

briiTáanyaa l-:úDHma
ﻛﺘﺎب ﻛﺒﻴﺮ ﺟﺪﻳﺪ
kitáab kabíir jadíid
اﻟﺒﻨﺖ اﻟﺠﻤﻴﻠﺔ اﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮة
al-bint al-jamíilah S-Saghíirah

a big new book = (a) book
(a) big (-one) (a) new(-one)
the beautiful young girl = the-girl
the-beautiful(-one) the-young(-one)

 ﺑﻴﻮت، ﺑﻴﺖbayt, buyúut house
 ﺻﻐﻴﺮSaghíir young (person), small (thing)
 ﻃﻮﻳﻞTawíil tall (person), long (thing)
 ﻛﺘﺐ، ﻛﺘﺎبkitáab (kútub) book

QUICK VOCAB

 أوﻻد، وﻟﺪwálad, awláad boy (pl. also children)

 ﻛﺒﻴﺮkabíir big
( ﺟﻤﻴﻞ )ﺟﻤﻴﻠﺔjamíil (f. jamíilah) beautiful

ﻫﺮم ﻛﺒﻴﺮ

ﻫﺮم ﺻﻐﻴﺮ

háram kabíir
a big pyramid
(a) pyramid (a) big(-one)

háram Saghíir
a small pyramid
(a) pyramid (a) small(-one)
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Insight
Some words end with a final ى
(written without the two dots) which is
pronounced -a (strictly -aa, but often
shortened).  إﻟﻰila(a), to/towards is an
example of this.

ÄQI`H tamriináat (Practice)
Exercise 11
Listen again to the greetings at the beginning of the recording
and repeat the phrases after the speakers. If you don’t have the
recording, read the dialogues several times until you are sure you
are familiar with them.
Exercise 12
Match the following greetings with the appropriate reply.
i اﻟﺴﻼم ﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ

a ﺷﻜﺮا

ii ﻣﺴﺎء اﻟﺨﻴﺮ

b ﻣﺴﺎء اﻟﻨﻮر

iii ﻛﻴﻒ ﺣﺎﻟﻚ؟

c أﻫﻼ ﺑﻚ

iv أﻫﻼ وﺳﻬﻼ

d وﻋﻠﻴﻜﻢ اﻟﺴﻼم

v !ﺗﻔﻀﻞ

e اﻟﺤﻤﺪ ﻟﻠﻪ
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Exercise 13

fâ[ÁÜ`=Á«




°

¬
ÐQ`Á ² àÁÉqÁ ¯
o`Á ³ àÉË[Á °
ÉÁ^C «ª SÉqBÁ ±

«ª 

³

®
ÑQ `Á ¬
`vÁaÁ 
Ã`QEÁ ® ¯ 

²
٧

Match the Arabic words for the places in the Arab world in the
above box with the transliterated words below and practise saying
them.
a ar-ribáaT

b al-jazáa’ir

c al-qáahirah

d ar-riyáaDH

e al-baHráyn

f baghdáad

g ash-shárq al-áwsaT

h as-sa:uudíyyah

i as-suudáan

j al-úrdunn

Now work out the English names for the towns and countries.
Exercise 14
 CD1, TR16
Listen to the recording or read the transliteration and work out
what is being asked for in the café.
a . ﻗﻬﻮة ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚqáhwah min fáDl-ak.
b . ﻟﻴﻤﻮن ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚlaymóon min fáDl-ak.
c . ﻛﻮﻛﺎﻛﻮﻻ ﺻﻐﻴﺮة ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚkookakóola Saghíirah min fáDl-ak.
d . أﻳﺲ ﻛﺮﻳﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﻮﻛﻮﻻﺗﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚays kriim bi-sh-shokoláatah
min fáDl-ak.
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And where do these people want to be taken?
e . اﻟﺴﻴﻨﻤﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚas-síinimaa min fáDl-ak.
f . اﻟﺒﻨﻚ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚal-bank min fáDl-ak.
Exercise 15
In transliteration, change these words and phrases from indefinite
to definite.
a  ﺳﻨﺪوﻳﺘﺶsandawíitsh
b  ﺗﻠﻔﻮنtilifúun
c  ﺑﻴﺖbayt
d  ﻃﻤﺎﻃﻢTamáaTim
e  ﺳﻴﻨﻤﺎsíinima
f  ﺑﻴﺮة ﺻﻐﻴﺮةbíirah Saghíirah
g  ﺏرﺟﺮ ﻛﺒﻴﺮbárgar kabíir
h  رادﻳﻮ ﺟﺪﻳﺪráadyo jadíid
Exercise 16
See if you can match the words in Exercise 15 to the drawings
below.
1

5

2

3

6

4

7

8

Exercise 17
Choose the correct adjective from the brackets to complete the
phrases.
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( اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪة، اﻟﺴﻴﻨﻤﺎ )ﺟﺪﻳﺪة١
( اﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮة، ﺑﻨﺖ )ﺻﻐﻴﺮة٢
( اﻟﺠﻤﻴﻞ، ﻛﺘﺎب )ﺟﻤﻴﻞ٣
( اﻟﻄﻮﻳﻞ، ﻓﻴﻠﻢ )ﻃﻮﻳﻞ٤
( اﻟﻮاﺳﻊ، اﻟﺒﻴﺖ اﻟﻜﺒﻴﺮ )واﺳﻊ٥

1 the new cinema
2 a small girl
3 a beautiful book
4 a long film
5 the big roomy house

 واﺳﻊwáasi: roomy, spacious
 ﻛﺒﻴﺮkabíir big

ÄQHGFÁàÁÌâ½ awzáan al-kalimáat (Word shapes)
 CD1, TR17
The large majority of Arabic words are built around a threeconsonant root. It is conventional to express the first consonant
of the root by C1 – i.e. first consonant – and later consonants
as C2 and C3. The vowels between are usually stated as they are
(a, i, u, aa, uu, ii and so on) or, where they are variable, simply
by v, meaning vowel.
The word pattern for this unit is C1a C2iiC3, for example kabiir.

Insight
The word kabíir means big (old when applied to people).
In Arabic, anything to do with the root k-b-r will have
something to do with bigness, large size and so on. This is a
very useful concept, noticed long ago by Arab philologists.
Most dictionaries are still arranged according to these threeletter roots.
Here we have the three consonants k-b-r. In Arabic, they are fleshed
out with long and short vowels. You can see that in the word
kabíir, big, the first consonant of the root (k) has an a vowel after
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it and the second consonant (b) has a long ii after it. This is a very
common pattern for adjectives in Arabic.
To help you feel the cadences of the Arabic sounds, an English
equivalent (or one as near as possible) is given. Such words which
are familiar to you will also help with the Arabic stress patterns.

Pattern

Arabic example

Eng. sound-alike

C1aC2iiC3

 ﻛﺒﻴﺮkabíir big

marine

It will help you greatly in learning Arabic if you learn and listen for
these patterns.
Here are some more words to show the pattern:
1  ﺻﻐﻴﺮSaghíir

young (person), small (thing)

2  ﻃﻮﻳﻞTawíil

tall (person), long (thing)

3  ﺑﻌﻴﺪba:íid

far, distant

4  ﻗﺮﻳﺐqaríib

near

5  ﺟﺪﻳﺪjadíid

new

6  ﻗﺪﻳﻢqadíim

old (things)

7  ﺟﻤﻴﻞjamíil

beautiful, handsome

8  ﻟﻄﻴﻒlaTíif

pleasant, nice

9  ﻛﺮﻳﻢkaríim

noble, generous

10  ﺻﺤﻴﺢSaHíiH

correct, right

Exercise 18
Write down the roots for the words above in Arabic or
transliteration with hyphens between the letters.
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Note: For this type of Exercise, use the independent forms of the
letters in the Arabic script.

10 things you need to know
1 Learn the common phrases of greetings as a whole, with their
special replies:
as-salaamu :alaykum!
wa-:alaykum as-salaam
2 In the phrase kayfa Haalak how are you?, the -ak changes to
-ik when you are speaking to a woman, and to -kum when
speaking to more than one person.
3 The standard reply, al-Hamdu li-l-laah Praise be to God, never
changes.
4 There is no word for a or an in Arabic.
5 The word for the, al, never changes in writing.
6 If a word begins with a Sun letter, the -l of the word al is
omitted in speech, and the ﬁrst letter of the word is doubled.
7 Nouns and adjectives are treated as the same thing in Arabic.
8 There is no general rule for forming plurals, so learn them
when you learn the singular.
9 Adjectives always follow their nouns.
10 Most Arabic words are built around a three-consonant root.
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